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PA I NT

Dining in Style

Enjoy your next dinner at home amid these
jaw-dropping designer-approved hues.

LONDON CLAY 244
FARROW & BALL

“I used this color, a rich,
complex brown that
looks like milk chocolate,
in a dead flat finish for
the dining room of a San
Francisco apartment.
The tone creates a wonderful intimacy and depth
in the evening and is
a fantastic backdrop for
art. It also pairs beautifully with shades of pink
and blue.”

ALL-A-BLAZE 1304
BENJAMIN MOORE

TOQUE WHITE 7003
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

COCHISE DEC761
DUNN-EDWARDS

SANDY HOOK GRAY HC-108
BENJAMIN MOORE

SLATE TEAL 2058-20
BENJAMIN MOORE

“I love how this color
exudes richness without
being too stuffy. I recently
used it in a pearl finish
topped with a strié glaze to
complement the orange
batik window treatments
in a client’s Long Island,
New York, home. It was my
way of bringing a little bit
of Palm Beach exuberance
to the North Shore!”

“Color can be very emotional, so I keep several
whites in my repertoire
for those times when I’m
working with couples
whose favorite colors clash
and I need a neutral compromise. Toque White is
my go-to for dining rooms.
Even the most modestly
sized one feels extra spacious when painted in this
warm shade.”

“For an extensive remodel
project in Southern California, I needed a paint that
would blend the dining
room’s dark, cooler-toned,
tongue-and-groove ceiling
with its gorgeous, creamy
limestone wall. Cochise
has just the right balance
of warm and cool. It has
become one of my favorite
colors to use in projects
where I want the textures of
a house to really stand out.”

“To me, dining rooms are
all about encouraging
meaningful conversations
and exchanges, so I tend
toward soft colors that
let the guests focus on
one another. I chose this
tonal gray in my own home
to contrast the decor:
washed-out white linen
chairs, oversize art, and
chain-mail curtains—an
unexpected touch that
filters light for a romantic
look.”

“I’ve always loved the vivid
blue, green, and gold
palette of James Abbott
McNeill Whistler’s famous
Peacock Room at the
Freer Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C. That was
the inspiration for a formal
dining room in Scarsdale,
New York, which I bathed
in a rich peacock blue.
A glass-orb chandelier
with gold leafing made the
brilliant wall color sing.”

KATE CHAPMAN
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COLOR

FOXGLOVE C2-512
C2 PAINT

“I used different layers of paint and glaze to achieve
this undefinable custom color—a mix of rose, peach,
and burnt sienna, similar to Foxglove. The clients
wanted something timeless and classic, and to me,
this shade acts as a neutral even though it’s more
vibrant than your typical beige or gray.”

CALAMINE 230
FARROW & BALL

BRASSICA 271
FARROW & BALL

VERY GREEN 2040-30
BENJAMIN MOORE

LAMP ROOM GRAY 88
FARROW & BALL

ONYX 2133-10
BENJAMIN MOORE

“This is a sophisticated pink
with undertones of gray
and blue, which means that
when the yellow of incandescent lightbulbs hits it,
it doesn’t become too
peachy. The color itself has
a presence but still allows
other pieces in the room
to shine. It’s also flattering,
which makes it ideal for
a room where lots of entertaining goes on!”

“Dining rooms have a
tendency to be dramatic,
but when I’m hosting
friends and family, I like to
keep things comfortable
and relaxed. This gorgeous
dark lavender has all the
required elegance but adds
a bit of calm. Pair it with
a brass chandelier, modern
oak furnishings, and offwhite textured textiles—the
effect is natural, tranquil,
and divine.”

“Deep green hues manage
to be both luxurious and
unexpected at the same
time. This shade has a
lush, inviting quality that
creates the perfect ambience for memorable meals
and intimate gatherings.
There’s something truly
magical about dining by
candlelight in an emerald
room as the sky turns from
dusk to night.”

“Available natural light
plays such an important
role when I’m selecting
a paint color. For a London
flat I recently completed,
I was really drawn to this
seductive, chameleonlike
gray. With subtle hints
of blue and green, it has
an ever-changing quality
that’s a welcome reflection
of the city’s beautifully
melancholic days.”

“I love how black paint blurs
the lines of a room, making
you feel wrapped in the
space. For a dining room
I designed, I upped the wow
factor by using a lacquer
finish on the walls and an
opposing matte sheen on
the crown and base moldings for added dimension.
The high-shine texture
bounces light around the
space, so burn those candles and pour the bubbly for
an evening to remember!”

KATIE LYDON
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